
Take Great Care Of Your Cat With This Advice!
 

Now that you have a cat in your house, what are you likely to do with him? Cats can be

mysterious creatures, and that means you aren't ever sure the way to handle them. You

might not manage to make them happy, nevertheless, you can be sure that you're looking

after them. Here are some tips to help you. 

In case you have multiple cats, spend less on cat dishes by checking your neighborhood

dollar store for salsa dishes. It is possible to usually get a package of three for a dollar. They

are sturdy and can be found in pretty colors. They look nice in your kitchen, and they are just

the right size for cat food. 
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Keep your cat occupied by making your personal dangly toys. Using soft cotton rope, cut a

length of about two feet. Tie a knot at one end. Tie another knot around three inches from the

opposite end. Unravel the rope below this knot. Attach the rope to the back of a kitchen chair

for your cat to play. 

Play together with your cat using proper cat toys. Cats love toys that help them feel like the

predators that they think they are. Try sticking with toys that help them dance around or

jump. This may also help them use extra energy by pouncing on toys rather than people's

feet. 

If your dog and cat are best friends, be sure to keep them separate after flea treatment. Your

dog's flea products are very hazardous for cats. Cats which come in contact with dog flea

products often die. Make sure you use only cat products on your cat and only dog products

on your own dog. 

Cats and electrical cords don't mix. If you notice your cat includes a habit of chewing on

electric cords, make an effort to bundle them up and hide them out from the cat's reach. If

that's not possible, spray a small amount of bitter apple onto the cords. Not merely is bitter

apple non-toxic, cats absolutely hate the taste. 

A cheap rubber welcome mat helps maintain cat food off your floor. That is also a great tool

to keep your cat from tracking litter out of the box. Black rubber mats cost around three

dollars at dollar stores. Put your cat food dish on one and your kitty litter box on another. 

Male cats often develop crystals in their bladder that come out within their urine. This is often

prevented with a proper diet. Passing those crystals hurts and having this corrected by a vet

is expensive. Make sure your cat's food is not high in magnesium. In the same way in the

grocery store, take time to browse the labels. Fish-based foods usually contain much more

magnesium than poultry-based foods. 

Cats can really be a lot more than pets, they could be lifelong companions. It has been

established that cats can decrease your blood pressure, lessen the outward symptoms of

depression and enable you to live an extended happier life. In the event that you feel like

something is missing in your life, you might just require a cat. 

Get your cat a breakaway collar. Make certain it has tags that reflect a phone number, even

though you are uncomfortable with an address. Cats can run outdoors or slip away, and you

don't want to worry that you'll never see your cat again. Ensure that there is adequate

information so that you can be reached. 

You need to do regular checkups of your cat between veterinarian visits. A great time to do
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this is when you are petting the animal. Check the entire body for things such as scabs and

lesions. Also look in and around the ears for just about any discharge, which can be an

indicator of ear mites. Check the cat from head to tail. 

Although you may aren't sure tips on how to make your cat happy, or figure out how to make

them purr, it is possible to take care of him. The tips laid out here will assist you to be sure

that you've done everything you can to look after your cat. Happiness is more elusive. 


